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Train the Trainer

Be confident managing a class, evaluating participants and 

providing constructive feedback, identifying areas of success 

and areas for improvement 

Our practical approach 

means you develop the 

confidence and know-

how to deliver quality 

training sessions in-

company or externally.

Designing and delivering training to a variety of

individuals from different backgrounds or different

departments and with different goals can be daunting.

Over 4 days you will see your confidence grow, going from

strength to strength, and you will be ready to deliver

effective and engaging training sessions to your peers, the

public or your colleagues.

4 Days Virtual  QQI Level 6

QQI



Managing People

A multicultural workforce, cultural and

value differences, personality clashes

along with shifting priorities and rising

expectations. You’ve got a lot on your

plate. Developing a high-performing

team that is motivated, results-driven

and committed to your project or

company goals requires specific people

management skills.

 Motivate every member of your team—

even if they are very different

 Adapt your management style to deal 

with different situations and personalities

 Get more done by delegation

 Resolve conflict quickly and effectively

 Get comfortable delivering corrective 

feedback to your team

 Boost your confidence, leadership skills, 

and ability to achieve results by managing 

people successfully

Benefits

QQI

3 Days Virtual  QQI Level 6

Recommended 
for both new 
and existing 
managers 



Benefits

Manual Handling 
Instructor 

 Between renewals and new starters, many 

companies have a constant need for Manual 

Handling training

 Deliver in-house to reduce operational 

disruption 

 Reduce the risk of manual handling injuries 

and claims

 Deliver job specific manual handling sessions

 On completion, you will receive the materials 

you need to be able to deliver the course the 

very next day

The QQI Manual Handling Instructors

Course is ideal for those seeking a

career change or the opportunity to

take on a new role in their company.

You have the opportunity to expand

your skill set and deliver training that is

required across all industries.

5 Days Virtual  QQI Level 6

Last year over 36% of 

workplace accidents 

reported to the HSA were 

related to manual 

handling injuries

QQI



Lidl Boots Sisk HSE

What They Said 
“This is our second 

Train the Trainer course 
we have had delivered 
at our HQ. We can see 

the improvement it 
makes with regard to 

the training and 
coaching that is 

delivered internally. 
Great results!” 

What They Said 
“In-house Manual 

Handling Instructors 
are an absolute need 

for our business. I 
have to say our new 

instructors were 
delighted with the 

training they received 
and were ready to go 

after the course”

What They Said 
“We organised a 
number of our 

members to attend 
people management 

training. The standard 
of training was 
excellent and 

everything ran very 
smoothly”

What They Said 
“After the pandemic hit 
and things went virtual, 
we needed to change 

the way we trained our 
staff. The virtual Train 
the Trainer course was 
just what was needed. 

The team said they wish 
they had done it 

sooner”

Who We’ve Worked With 
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